Eight isomeric two-dimensional graphane sheets are found in a theoretical study. Four of these nets-two built on chair cyclohexanes, two on boat-are more stable thermodynamically than the isomeric benzene, or polyacetylene. Three-dimensional crystals are built up from the two-dimensional sheets, and their hypothetical behavior under pressure (up to 300 GPa) is explored. While the three-dimensional graphanes remain, as expected, insulating or semiconducting in this pressure range, there is a remarkable inversion in stability of the five crystals studied. Two stacking polytypes that are not the most stable at ambient pressure (one based on an unusual chair cyclohexane net, the other on a boat) are significantly stabilized with increasing pressure relative to stackings of simple chair sheets. The explanation may lie in the balance on intra and intersheet contacts in the extended arrays. Our interest in the field developed from another direction. We have been studying theoretically benzene (C 6 H 6 ) under high pressure. The stoichiometry of the material is, of course, the same as that of graphane. In our calculations we first found that benzene phases under pressure underwent (at a certain pressure) phase transformation to saturated CH structures that were more stable. Among these more stable structures were graphanes. We report here the three-dimensional saturated CH graphane structures, some unique, that emerge from our theoretical work, and their computed behavior under pressure.
Eight isomeric two-dimensional graphane sheets are found in a theoretical study. Four of these nets-two built on chair cyclohexanes, two on boat-are more stable thermodynamically than the isomeric benzene, or polyacetylene. Three-dimensional crystals are built up from the two-dimensional sheets, and their hypothetical behavior under pressure (up to 300 GPa) is explored. While the three-dimensional graphanes remain, as expected, insulating or semiconducting in this pressure range, there is a remarkable inversion in stability of the five crystals studied. Two stacking polytypes that are not the most stable at ambient pressure (one based on an unusual chair cyclohexane net, the other on a boat) are significantly stabilized with increasing pressure relative to stackings of simple chair sheets. The explanation may lie in the balance on intra and intersheet contacts in the extended arrays.
benzene isomers | high pressure | structural searching A natural outgrowth of the synthesis of graphene (1-3) is an interest in chemically modified carbon sheets. Graphane is one of these-a fully saturated molecular (CH) sheet, four-coordinate at C.
This two-dimensional network was first suggested by Sluiter and Kawazoe (4) , and by Sofo et al. (5) , and synthesized in 2009 by Elias et al. (6) by exposure of a single-layer graphene to a hydrogen plasma [see also Ryu et al. (7) ; the extent of hydrogenation remains, to us, a problem in all syntheses to date]. It should be said right away that graphane, CH, is very much related to CF (carbon fluoride), a material with an older experimental and theoretical history (8) (9) (10) (11) . A number of structural proposals for graphane have antecedents in the fluorinated graphite literature. Certainly the graphane literature exploded after the Sofo et al. and Elias et al. papers; we mention here only several of the dozens of experimental and theoretical investigations of graphane that have followed (12) (13) (14) .
Our interest in the field developed from another direction. We have been studying theoretically benzene (C 6 H 6 ) under high pressure. The stoichiometry of the material is, of course, the same as that of graphane. In our calculations we first found that benzene phases under pressure underwent (at a certain pressure) phase transformation to saturated CH structures that were more stable. Among these more stable structures were graphanes. We report here the three-dimensional saturated CH graphane structures, some unique, that emerge from our theoretical work, and their computed behavior under pressure.
Results and Discussion CH Structures from Evolutionary Structure Predictions. Once we found some saturated CH structures that were more stable than benzene, we began to look for more of them by evolutionary algorithm structure prediction, using the USPEX method/code (15) (16) (17) over the range of 0 to 300 GPa.
Five graphane stackings emerged as low in enthalpy at one or another pressure. These multilayer graphane structures are shown in Fig. 1 . We call them:
• graphane I (space group P-3m1, Z ¼ 2, i.e., 2 CH in the unit cell, -AA-stacking),
Note that just as for graphite, diamond, and SiC, there are many potential stacking polytypes built on any component sheet, e.g., -ABC-, -AABB-stacking and so on. These stackings were not explored by us; all of them are likely to be of similar enthalpy at ambient pressure to these five structures. To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: rh34@cornell.edu. We proceeded to take these graphane crystals over a wide pressure range. But first we need to describe the structures in some detail, and this is best done by identifying precisely the component sheets.
Graphane Rafts. Fig. 2 shows four isomeric two-dimensional sheets of stoichiometry CH, labeled A ("chair1"), B ("chair2"), C ("boat1"), and D ("boat2"). These sheets may be derived by taking single-layer slices from the cubic and hexagonal diamond structures. Two of these structures, A and C, have a prehistory in the CF literature (9, 10) . The chair2 layer, B, occurs also (not for carbon, and not as an isolated layer) in hundreds of inorganic compounds, such as BaIn 2 (18), TiNiSi (19) , or EuAuSn (20) . Layer B for graphane has also been suggested in the literature by several researchers (4, (21) (22) (23) (24) . Also Layer D, boat2, has been forwarded by Leenaerts et al. (22) .
Potentially, there are many other isomeric graphane sheets. In a single six-carbon ring, if the position of a given hydrogen bonded to carbon is specified as U (up, above the six carbons) or D (down, below), then the following isomeric permutations are possible, written out linearly, but intended to be in a cycle (obviously there is also D/U permutational symmetry):
To generate a viable net, not too strained, one can also couple an up/down pattern in one ring with another pattern in the adjacent ring: so structure C, boat1, couples UUDUUD in one ring with DDUDDU in two adjacent rings. Also, one of the less stable graphane sheets we found (structure F in the SI Appendix to this paper) combines 5U with 4U and 3U in adjacent rings. For an alternative enumeration, see the work of Sluiter and Kawazoe (4).
We have found realizations of each of the above possibilities, except for the unreasonably strained UUUUUU net where all hydrogens are on one side. A, B, C, and D of Fig. 2 are the most stable ones. Other CH rafts have been suggested in the literature (4, 23); we have found four others that are local minima. These last four nets are shown in the SI Appendix to this paper; they are very interesting, but all less stable than rafts A-D, and less stable per CH than benzene.
It is interesting to note here the smallest molecular models for the graphane sheets. These molecules are the isomers of C 13 H 22 , tricyclo½7.3:1.0 5;13 tridecanes or perhydrophenalenes; three of these have been synthesized (25, 26) , and calculations of four isomers (Scheme 1) are also reported (27, 28) .
We return to the four sheets most commonly invoked, A, B, C, and D. The factors entering the stability of such saturated hydrocarbons are well known in organic chemistry-they include (i) CCC angles, (ii) eclipsing and staggering interactions along the C-C bonds, and (iii) through-space steric interactions of hydrogens. Without any calculations, just based on the experience of organic chemistry, one would expect an energy ordering of A and B (chair cyclohexanes) more stable than C and D (boat). Moreover, we'd put A at lower energy than B, as B has some close H…H contacts between adjacent cyclohexanes.
Indeed the anticipated energy ordering is the one obtained for the P ¼ 1 atm sheets, as Fig. 3 shows. In Fig. 3 , we have also shown the benzene molecule and the trans and cis-polyacetylene structures. Zero point energies are not included in these calculations; they should be very similar in all the graphane structures considered here, as all of them have the same bonding patterns. Our energetic ordering agrees with calculations by others.
Note the graphanes A-D are all more stable than benzene, a result that was already obtained for two of these sheets by Sofo et al. (5) . The argument for this order of stability, certainly surprising to organic chemists, is explored by us in detail elsewhere (29) . Briefly, if we construct graphanes from benzene, as shown in the Gedankenexperiment of Scheme 2, the loss of aromaticity in the first step is overcome by the extra stability of CC σ over π bonds, afforded in the second stage of the construction.
The heat of formation of benzene is þ0.173 eV∕CH at 0 K (30). Thus the lowest enthalpy graphane layer, A, is slightly less stable than graphite and H 2 .
Graphane Crystals. We now return to the stacking of these component two-dimensional graphane sheets into a three-dimensional crystal, the structures in Fig. 1. Fig. 4 shows the computed static lattice enthalpies of the graphanes as a function of pressure (up to 300 GPa). Because at P ¼ 1 atm the three-dimensional structure adds only dispersion forces to the inherent stability of the twodimensional sheets, we do not expect much difference, if any at all, between the energy ordering of the two-dimensional sheets and the three-dimensional crystal at P ¼ 1 atm. Indeed we find graphane I, II (both built from chair1 sheet A) below III (from B), below IV (from C), and graphane V (built from D, -AA-stacking, the -AB-stacking is at higher energy).
The most stable phase we find in the range 0-10 GPa is the graphane I -AA-stacking or II -AB-stacking. Both stackings are dynamically stable (see SI Appendix), yet they are very close to each other in enthalpy, as expected at low pressures. At larger pressures a differential develops, favoring the -AB-stacking. There cannot be a large barrier to the sliding layer motion that changes one polytype into the other; not that different from sliding of the layers in graphite. By looking in detail at the sliding motion (leaving CC and CH distances fixed), we calculate essentially zero barrier to the -AA-to -AB-conversion at P ¼ 1 atm, and 0.06 eV per CH at 10 GPa. The real barrier will be smaller.
Graphane III is the most stable phase in the range of 10-240 GPa. Above 240 GPa, graphane IV becomes the most stable structure. The calculated phonon dispersions for graphane III and IV show no imaginary frequencies at 200 GPa and 300 GPa, indicating that both are dynamically stable (see SI Appendix). Graphane V does not compete with the other structures until 250 GPa, when it becomes more stable than I.
Transformations between graphanes {I or II} and III and IV are expected to have very large barriers, at any pressure. These sheets are not conformers, related to each other by mere C-C bond rotations. The various sheets are isomers-to convert one into another would involve breaking many CC bonds, and inverting hydrogens before reforming the bonds. So once a graphane crystal is made (for instance phase I or II), it will remain in that configuration as pressure is increased.
We have seen in the literature one attempt to estimate the barrier to transforming sheet A to C, for CF 11 . The barrier is estimated as 2.72 eV per CF by moving corresponding atoms. We have not yet studied this barrier for CH.
Some of the previous studies of graphane have calculated three-dimensional arrays. Ju et al (31) essentially calculated graphane I at P ¼ 1 atm. Atryukhov and Chernozatonskii (24) explored stacking variants of layers A, B, and C at ambient pressure for CX (X ¼ H, F). The energetic ordering of the layered structures in these studies matches the one we obtain, graphane I most stable.
In their important early study of CF, Charlier et al. (11) studied two stacking conformations of CF at ambient pressure-essentially the CF equivalent of our graphane I, and a boat stacking related to our graphane IV. Charlier et al. found the chair threedimensional crystal of CF more stable than the boat one by 0.15 eV per CF, while we obtain 0.11 eV for CH.
Why the Change in Preferred Structure with Pressure?
The layers in graphanes III and IV appear more "corrugated" than in graphanes I and II, and so would seem to mesh better on compression. But that supposition may be just wishful thinking, as layer D in graphane V is also corrugated. Of course, the calculated volume per layer follows the stability, with layers III and IV being more dense than the other graphanes.
As the pressure increases, the CC and CH distances (see SI Appendix) decrease in all structures. The range is CC ¼ 1.54 Å at P ¼ 1 atm to 1.36-1.38 Å at 300 GPa; CH ¼ 1.10-1.11 Å at P ¼ 1 atm to 1.01-1.02 Å at 300 GPa. The extent of bond compression in graphane sheets is similar to that calculated for diamond and methane over the same pressure range. The component cyclohexane rings all flatten, as indicated by the evolution of torsional angles (see SI Appendix).
Histograms of intra and interlayer H….H separations in the graphanes are informative. Fig. 5 shows these histograms for, by way of example, graphanes I and III at 1 atm and 300 GPa.
Note at P ¼ 1 atm the shorter H….H intramolecular contacts for graphane III, disfavoring that crystal. However, at P ¼ 300 GPa, graphane I (and II) now has a very short intermolecular H….H contact, that works against that isomer. There are also signs that structure III adjusts its torsional angles "better" to the increased pressure, flattening more efficiently, to get hydrogens as much out of the interlayer space as possible (see SI Appendix).
Electronic Properties of Graphane Crystals. Just as methane and diamond remain insulators to very high pressures, we expect the three-dimensional graphane phases to do the same. Fig. 6 shows the band gap of four graphanes as a function of pressure. At ambient pressure, graphanes I-IV are calculated to be insulators with ∼4 eV DFT (density functional theory) band gap. Hardly surprising for a saturated hydrocarbon.
The literature contains calculations of the electronic structure of single graphane sheets (5, (21) (22) (23) (24) , and of extended structures built from them (21, 23) , all consistent with insulating or semiconducting behavior. Though normal DFT calculations, such as Scheme 2. Schematic formation of a four-coordinate C polymer from benzene. Note that hydrogens are omitted from this scheme. we use, systematically underestimate band gaps (32) . Thus the computed band gap of diamond at 1 atm is around 4.2 eV, which is lower than the experimental value at 5.5 eV.
It is interesting that the band gaps for the four graphanes increase at first with elevating pressure, and reach a maximum at ∼20 GPa for I and II, and ∼50 GPa for III and IV. Something similar also happens for diamond, where the band gap also initially rises with pressure and even the computed pressure derivative for the band gap is quantitatively similar, ∼0.55 meV∕ GPa (33) .
At higher pressures, the band gaps decrease. In our calculations, there is the usual correlation of band gap with stability (metals excepted)-less stable structures have smaller gaps between filled and unfilled bands/orbitals. Not much notice need be paid to graphane I going metallic at 300 GPa. Graphane I's true metallization pressure, like that of diamond, methane, and H 2 , is likely to be higher.
The total density of states shows a characteristic free-electronlike shape (see SI Appendix) over a wide energy range at high pressure (>200 GPa).
Concluding Remarks
So, there is not one graphane sheet, but many. Coming to these remarkable saturated hydrocarbons from a starting point different from others studying them, we have found no less than eight graphane sheets that are dynamically stable. Four of them are more stable than benzene, the emblem of organic chemistry. In the three-dimensional crystals that can be built up from these sheets, we find an interesting change in stability with pressure. Whereas at P ¼ 1 atm the chair-boat differential governs the energy differential among them, at higher pressures, e.g., 300 GPa, lattices built from two sheets that are not so stable at atmospheric pressure, chair2 and boat1, are enthalpically favored. We hazard an explanation.
Materials and Methods
The calculations are based on the plane-wave/pseudopotential approach using the computer program VASP (Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package) (34) , employing the PBE exchange-correlation functional (35, 36) and the projector-augmented wave (37, 38) method. The energy cutoff for the plane-wave basis was set to 600 eV. The Brillouin zone was sampled by Automatic-Mesh of 80 (automatically converted to Monkhorst-Pack meshes based on the structures' unit cell). We allowed all structural parameters (atomic positions, lattice constants) to relax. Phonon calculations were carried out using the linear-response method as implemented in the Quantum-ESPRESSO code (39) . Pseudopotentials for H and C were generated by a Troullier-Martins norm-conserving scheme (40) and tested by comparing the optimized structural parameters and electronic structures with the results calculated from the VASP code. The evolutionary algorithm USPEX (15) (16) (17) with the fingerprint niching technique (41) was employed to find the lowest energy structures at 0, 5, 20, 50, 100, 200, and 300 GPa. In these calculations, we considered systems with up to 16 atoms in the unit cell, and used 30 structures in each generation, with 60% of the lowest-enthalpy structures allowed to produce the next generation through heredity (60%), lattice mutation (30%), and atomic permutation (10%); in addition, two lowest-enthalpy structures were allowed to survive into the next generation.
Supporting Information Available
In the SI Appendix we provide details of (i) structures of the single-sheet graphanes not shown in the body of the paper; (ii) phonon dispersion analysis of the graphanes; (iii) the computed total density of states for graphane III and IV at 200 GPa; (iv) the computed band structure and density of states of single-sheet graphanes at ambient pressure; (v) computed Wigner-Seitz radius r s of diamond, graphane I, II, III, IV, V, and CH 4 and H 2 ; (vi) C-C and C-H distances in diamond, graphane I, II, III, IV, V, and CH 4 at 0-300 GPa; (vii) torsional angles in graphanes I, II, III, IV, and V at P ¼ 1 atm and P ¼ 300 GPa; (viii) enthalpy of stacked graphanes under high pressure; and (ix) a study of "releasing" pressure on some three-dimensional graphanes.
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